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Fill in the gaps with the correct form of the ROOT word: 
 

1. What types of __________ do we face as a species in order            
to protect the environment? CHALLENGE 

2. What are the most common __________ issues on your         
region? ENVIRONMENT 

3. Are you interested in learning about rainforest __________?        
CONSERVE 

4. Can you name any species in your local __________ that is           
at threat? WILD 

5. Do people listen to __________ from the UN or the WWF?           
WARN 

6. Does the government help in the __________ of national         
parks in your country? PROTECT 

7. Do you know any climate __________? ACTIVE 
8. What is the __________ to clearing out plastic from our          

oceans? SOLVE 
9. Is there a good __________ of environmental problems        

amongst people ages 18-25? AWARE 
10. Do we need to enforce __________ changes in order to          

avoid damage to the environment? SYSTEM 
11. Do you think that climate campaigns can be __________         

to us all? BENEFIT 
12. How can the __________ of technology solve many        

climate issues? ADVANCE 
13. What threatens our planet most, plastic or carbon        

__________? EMIT 
14. Have there been any technological __________ that could        

help prevent climate change? DEVELOP 
15. Do you do anything to aid the protection of __________          

animals? TREAT 
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Answers: 
 

1. What types of challenges do we face as a species in order            
to protect the environment? 

2. What are the most common environmental issues on your         
region? 

3. Are you interested in learning about rainforest       
conservation? 

4. Can you name any species in your local wildlife that is at            
threat? 

5. Do people listen to warnings from the UN or the WWF? 
6. Does the government help in the protection of national         

parks in your country? 
7. Do you know any climate activists? 
8. What is the solution to clearing out plastic from our oceans? 
9. Is there a good awareness of environmental problems        

amongst people ages 18-25? 
10. Do we need to enforce systematic changes in order to          

avoid damage to the environment? 
11. Do you think that climate campaigns can be beneficial to          

us all? 
12. How can the advancement of technology solve many        

climate issues? 
13. What threatens our planet most, plastic or carbon        
emissions? 

14. Have there been any technological developments that       
could help prevent climate change? 

15. Do you do anything to aid the protection of mistreated          
animals? 
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